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Poland, as a country with rich forests, is unfortunately at
the forefront of forest fires. In the world, about 40% of

forest resources are susceptible to fire, in Europe - nearly
65%, and in Poland - about 85% of the forest area.













On August 10, EFFIS has registered 1,877 fires in the
EU-27 and 11 European non-EU countries this year,
which burned more than 600,000. hectares. This is

approximately 2.5 times the 2008-2020 annual
average, both in terms of the number of fires and the

total damage. 



The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has released
its latest assessment of man-made climate change warning that the
planet will exceed the 1.5 degrees Celsius warming threshold in the

next two decades, causing even more heat waves, droughts and
other extreme weather events. The only salvation is to take drastic

and immediate action to reduce carbon dioxide emissions.
 



For any fire to occur, there are three elements
needed—

heat, fuel, and oxygen:



Natural causes - Many forest fires start from natural causes such as
lightning which set trees on fire. However, rain extinguishes such fires

without causing much damage. High atmospheric temperatures and dryness  
offer favorable circumstance for a fire to start.

Man made causes - Fire is caused when a source of fire like naked flame,
cigarette, electric spark or any source of ignition comes into contact with

inflammable material.

Causes of forest fires



earth fires - exploding as a result of intense drought in peat bogs, during such a fire burns peat
layers, and even shallow lignite deposits, the most difficult to extinguish - they are noticeable late,
although they do not move quickly, it is not certain that despite the fire-fighting action peat beds
lower fires (ground fires) - the most frequent among fires in forests, also in Poland, burn humus,
litter, brushwood, undergrowth plants and young trees (undergrowth)

upper (apex) fires - spreading in the crowns of trees (especially pine trees), fire is usually
transferred to the crowns from ground-level fire through the branches and crowns of low trees,
depending on the wind speed, such a fire moves at different speeds, even up to several km / h.

However, fires affect not only forests - they also appear in bush communities (e.g. bushfires in
Australia, or Mediterranean shrubs such as maca and chaparral in the Mediterranean and California),
or in the savanna and tundra zones

Types of forest fires



Consequences of forest fires

Forest fires have different impacts on the environment, 
depending on their size and frequency.

When the frequency of forest fires in a given area is high, 
the consequences can be devastating.



Influence on ecosystems

The natural cycles of forests
are disturbed and some species
disappear, while invasive plants
multiply. Increased levels of 
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere 
contribute to the greenhouse effect
and climate change. In addition, 
ashes destroy much of the nutrients
and erode the soil, causing flooding
and landslides.



keep the source of fire or source of ignition separated from inflammable
material
keep the source of fire under watch and control
not allow inflammable material to pile up unnecessarily
adopt safe practices in areas near forests- it means- in factories,
coalmines, oil stores, chemical plants and even in household kitchens
include fire reducing and fire fighting techniques and equipment

Precautions



Thanks for your attention


